
You've talked and we've listened!  Back by popular demand is the Friday Night 

Club Night!  Join us next Friday 3rd of June for Milestone Gamers, 

Player of the Month Awards (May), fun activities and Richmond v North 

Melbourne live on TV.  Our next Club Night will be Friday 24th of June.

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS



CONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONS

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

Book in Friday 24th of June for another rendezvous 

at our Club Rooms.  It's the end of Term 2, the 

middle of winter and what more excuses do we 

need than to get together for a drink and dinner.  



Finn Grogan and Harry Lannigan

Players, parents, coaches - simply email communications@ashyredbacks.org.au to have your photo 

and mention of Milestone Games in the Redbacks Review.

50 Games

         Harry Lannigan

        Rourke Sheridan

         100 Games

         Fin Sampson

         Nate Blizzard

PLAYER MILESTONESPLAYER MILESTONESPLAYER MILESTONESPLAYER MILESTONES

   Finn Grogan

         Keegan Eardley



Under 11 Black

Coach: Matt Burns

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton B 1.0-6 2.1-13 2.1-13 3.6-24

Fitzroy 3 0.2-2 1.6-12 1.7-13 2.8-20

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Colts Black

Coach: Matthew Blizzard

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton B 6.2-38 14.5-89 22.9-141 27.13-175

Doncaster W 1.0-6 2.0-12 3.0-18 4.1-25

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

 Colts Black Colts Black Colts Black Colts Black
Today's game vrs Doncaster W was only our second team hit out for the year (with the team only being establised 2 weeks ago) we are a developing group. Todays focus's were all 

about- applying good team and player basic fundamentals - as the coaches also develop our understandings of positioning and best side balance. The boys really applied this today and 

did nothing more than impress - there team play development was a high light, the way they communicated and protected one another was as good as we could of expected, their team 

work was a powerful display of the possible, and additionally our evolving line ups and positioing structures also identified significant outcomes for us. What was the best outcome of all 

was the growing team confidence lifted every player and the game result reflected what the power of one team can achieve. (every player contributed to the game outcome). This 

squad will only continue to improve game on game - And its a privilege to be apart of such a great bunch of young men who simply wish to play for each other, enjoy themselves (and 

their team mates) and are continually focused to play even better football as a team. Well done today boys Matthew / Craig / Chris / Paul / Nick

Results

Nick Jarvis, Peter Goff, Steve Karvellas, Hamish Soden, Jed Roberts, Max Doherty, Tom Vance, Peter Nikitas Fin Sampson, Oliver Moore, Leo Kim, Rob Ritson

Nick J 12, Rob R 4, Peter G 3, Max D 2, Peter N 2, Leo K 2, Will CJ 1, Jed R 1

Intercept & run out of the back line from Hamish S, to Nathan B on the wing, to leading full forward Nick J, high mark GOAL!!

Alex Axaris ,Ned Chesler , Liam Stacey , Angus THUNDER Kenny , Lach Bruzer Macneil , Laim Garrett and Byron Kerr

Corbin THE BULLETT Howes , Josh SPIDER Webb and Preston CAPPA Burns

Josh Spider Webb - came at a crucial time in the game

The amount of “handballing off to running players” was just terrific on Sunday. There were some really slick handballs by so many players and it’s great to 

see that what we practise Friday nights is coming into our game

Jed R hand pass to Peter N, Peter N hand pass to Fin S, Fin S short kick to Max D, Max D short stab pass to Nick J, GOAL!!

Tom V centre half back, Rob R half forward & Nick J full forward

Full team effort, everyone contributed to the team result, Well lads!!

Ashburton MeatsAshburton MeatsAshburton MeatsAshburton Meats

Alex Axaris - just a top class performance

Under 11 BlackUnder 11 BlackUnder 11 BlackUnder 11 Black
A Fantastic effort from our boys to pull off a well deserved win. It was tough all the way through , 4 points to us at the first 1st quarter break, scores level at half time, 3 points to us at 

3/4 time and final score was the Ashy blacks by 4 points. A great game played in the true spirit of the Indigenous weekend round. The run , tackle Pressure and TEAM Focus from our 

boys in the end was the telling factor.

I saw Corbin running sideways and backwards and the ball was screaming high above heading straight down the line. My best hope was that Corbin could 

somehow knock the ball clear from these big Fitzroy dudes and out of bounds. Somehow he managers a big step off one foot, spins in the air, lands on the 

shoulders of one of the big blokes and “CLUNKS” it!!

Results



Youth Girls

Coach: Andrew Scott

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Kew Rovers 0 0 0 2.3-15

Ashburton 0 0 0 14.14-98

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 8 White

Coach: Tim Schleiger

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results

 Under 8 White Under 8 White Under 8 White Under 8 White
With the Under 9 teams away for the morning, it was a reasonably quiet match at home last Sunday. It was a strong game by our lads, with many great team efforts converting into 

goals. We lent the opposition some players so we could both field a team of 10, thanks to the boys who donned the oppositions jersey. Overall the team showed great improvement in 

their skills and their ability to understand and read the play. Well Done boys.

No Results are recorded at this level

Results

None recorded

Repeat goal kicking star Jordan Katiforis' kick almost went through for a point but in the end a lucky bounce sent it through the big posts for a goal.

Gemma - had her best game for the year.

The centre half backline for rebounding the ball upfield when required.

8 different players

Gigi - skilfully gathered a contested ball and snapped truely from a difficult angle!

Gemma with good hands in the middle finding an opponent whilst being heavily tackled.

Steph

Ollie Schleiger was this week's medal recipient. He had a cracking game,was everywhere throughout the centre, ducking and diving, with loads of 

possessions and creating great opportunities for his team mates.

End to end team play was fantastic, passing was accurate and was often finished with a goal.

Lachie Walker took a mark against two opposition players. He juggled the ball like a court jester before holding it clean. He then slotted it through for his 

very first goal in a game!

Jamie Polson's tackling was unbelievable in the clinches. Every tackle was strong, focussed and at the ball!

 Youth Girls Youth Girls Youth Girls Youth Girls
Ashy faced Kew for a game that would sort out ladder positions. Ashy started off strong, scoring 3 goals for the first quarter against the wind. Kew responded in the 2nd quarter with 

some strong defensive play. Unfortunately for the opposition, injuries were starting to take their toll which opened up the game in the second half. A 12 goal win to Ashy perhaps 

flattered us to a degree, but overall a great team effort.



Under 9 Red

Coach: Matt Pietsch

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 Black

Coach: Simon Miller

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Friends PharmacyFriends PharmacyFriends PharmacyFriends Pharmacy

Jamon - flying contested mark against a bigger player and crashed to the ground while still firmly clutching the footy.

All the parents for assisting with another successful Round Robin.

Frogs went to Kade Eardley, Hugo Monkovitch & Ben Jones

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Tap down by Henry to Bailey for a run and long kick into forward zone.

Results No Results are recorded at this level

POPE PACKAGINGPOPE PACKAGINGPOPE PACKAGINGPOPE PACKAGING
Under 9 RedUnder 9 RedUnder 9 RedUnder 9 Red

Under 9 BlackUnder 9 BlackUnder 9 BlackUnder 9 Black

Hugo strong high hands in the forward line was sensational.

Tom Verge for his solid effort all day, standing tall on the mark, and using his disposals to bring his teammates into the game

Hugo Monkovitch 2, Bailey Currie, Thomas Davies, Taylor Carlisle, Henry Sewell, Evan McVeigh, Ollie Grogan

Kade's ruck tap down to Ollie G , quick hands to by Ollie G to Taylor for a running goal.

The team headed to Bulleen for a round robin tournament this week. Game 1 saw the boys looking a little weary and you would of thought they were out a t the Club ball the night 

before. Ollie P was busy through the midfield and Taylor gave great support. Bailey tackled hard again and was rewarded for his efforts when switched up forward in the second half 

with a goal. Ollie G roved the packs well while Hugo and Evan made the most of their possessions by looking to bring their teams mates into the game. Game 2 saw the team shuffled 

around with Josh getting some early kicks in the centre, and Thomas Davies and Jackson performing well at their respective ends of the ground. Henry was getting first hand in the ruck 

giving plenty of clean taps to Hugo and Tom V. Ollie P and Ben Jones were working hard to gather some pivotal touches, with the break through scores finally coming with goals to 

Thomas D and Taylor. Game 3 had the boys return form a long break between games and the time they spent on the bouncy castle during this time had them start the game jumping 

out of their skins. Ben Swift was pivotal in the midfield with Ben Jones and Ollie P racking up possessions all over. Tyson took some running bounces down the wing while Hugo and Tom 

V took some great marks at their ends of the ground. Taylor was in and under again this game and Kade stepped up in second half after starting on the bench. Henry stood strong up 

forward and found the gaols along with Hugo this game. Game 4 had the boys pumped up to finish the day off and again took the initiative with an early goal to Hugo. Ollie P came back 

into the game and Bailey continue to wear down the opposition. Dozer kicking long and effective gave the boys momentum and with Kade, Thomas D and Taylor busy again the boys 

fought the game out and the team impressed the crowd, with more goals to Hugo, Evan and Ollie P.

Snowy, Riley L, Kurt, James, Mitchell and Jamon.

Riley L 2, James 1.

Riley L - has obviously been watching some old highlights of D. Brereton. Solid mark at half forward, wheeled around and slotted a great goal.

Declan - a great second effort at the contest by smothering and saving a certain goal. Mitchell - gathered plenty of possessions and heaps of penetrating 

kicks into the forward line.

Slightly different format today, we headed out to YJFL head quarters (or should I say Bulleen Rd traffic jam) for our U9 Round Robin. The morning saw our players take in 4 short games 

against 4 different teams. Conditions were good, however due to the short game times, the order of the day was to play on where possible and keep possession of the footy. A great 

contribution from all players as they listened to instructions well and executed our game plan. Today's Round Robin can be summed up by quoting a couple of our players when asked if 

they liked the Round Robin......."Yeah, it's great fun, we get to take speckies and play in the mud in between games".



Colts Red

Coach: Brett Gatehouse

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0 0 0 4.3-27

Ivanhoe W 0 0 0 15.13-103

Best

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 12 Red

Coach: Phil Hine

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton R 0 0 0 2.2-14

Hawthorn Citizens J 0 0 0 3.2-20

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Cooke 2, Roller, Monaco

Team effort of their improved concentration at this level.

Max Hertzel

P.Jones E.Dunlop Hickey

Results

Moncrieff, Wyett, Bavage, Siassios, Monaco, Cooke, Ridder

 Under 12 Red Under 12 Red Under 12 Red Under 12 Red

Noel JonesNoel JonesNoel JonesNoel Jones
Colts RedColts RedColts RedColts Red

The team link up along the wing that ended up in a Cooke goal.

Solid run and link up by hands along the far wing. Players were composed and ran in numbers and worked the ball up through the Ivanhoe defence to set up 

a goal.

Any of the 10-15 by Tommy Moncrieff at half back. Hands were solid all day.

Cooper Wyett and Flynn Siassios in and under all day.

Our boys played a classy Hawthorn Citz Gold side this Round .From the start it was a fierce contest with both sides defending strongly. The game was full of strong tackles, blocks and all 

the close attention you would expect at this high level. In a close contest that went right down to the wire, our boys fell one goal short. As a team we are developing and improving each 

week with hopefully the reward for our effort not far away.

Hertzel 2

Our game against Ivanhoe was always going to be a tough one. Although going into the game 3-3, they are a strong side with a very talented line up. However, we went into the game 

confident after our performance last week, that if we played with the same intensity we would give them a run for their money. Unfortunately, our ball use going forward and our 

clearance work from the middle seemed to let us down, and Ivanhoe were able to get on top early. To our credit we fought hard throughout the game and our pressure and intensity 

impressed both coaches. At the end of the day, the scoreboard didn't reflect the effort put in by the boys. Next week if we can add a little bit more polish with our ball use to our effort 

and intensity I am certain we will challenge a strong Park Orchards outfit.

MorgansMorgansMorgansMorgans

Results

Respondent skipped this question

Hine Haylock Baker ODonnell Hertzel Petracca Blaike Bell Wolters Ferguson H.Jones



Under 13 Red

Coach: Gavin Hynes

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Banyule 0.1-1 1.2-8 2.3-15 2.5-17

Ashburton R 3.2-20 5.3-33 5.5-35 7.6-48

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 14 Green

Coach: Paul Allen

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 0.2-2 1.7-13 4.9-33 5.9-39

Heidelberg 2.3-15 2.4-16 3.6-24 9.10-64

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Phil B- moved out well, attacked the footy, snap over shoulder just kept bouncing ... through.

 Under 13 Red Under 13 Red Under 13 Red Under 13 Red
The Redbacks came up against Banyule this week out at The Bear Cave. We went in pretty confident and cane home with our 3rd straight WIN by 5 goals. Awesome team effort where 

the boys are starting to really gel together and believe in the game plan. The next 4 games are against tough teams so we will need to bring our A game!

Results

Darcy. Playing last line of defence, hard at the footy, made good decisions, matched up well, team focussed and saved a number of goals.

Chips, Hulk, Browny, Hynesy, Tank, Guns, Woodsy, Mazza Harro

Harvey, Jack W, Joel, Phil, Jack H- all one each.

Results

Another step in the right direction, on Will's 50th, as against the one undefeated side the boys played excellent contested footy to lead the match by 9 points in the last quarter before 

being overwhelmed by fresh legs and height. Ball movement , switching and physicality were all highlights on the day with a really good team effort. A lot of the boys are settling into 

positions that suit them and making great strides with their footy. A win is not far away.

Chips, Tank, Briggsy Hynesy

Chips and Tank

Ossie, John, Harvey, Harry M, Tom, Darc, Jack H, Luke A, Will.

Harvey. Rucked tirelessly, snapped a very important goal in 2nd quarter from stoppage to send the team on its way.

Ossie (overhead contested in 3rd quarter)

 Under 14 Green Under 14 Green Under 14 Green Under 14 Green

Great team effort

Respondent skipped this question

Chips



Under 10 Black

Coach: Marcus Marshall

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 10 White

Coach: Simon Martin

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player Luke took home the medal and did everything marvellously, great distribution, running and marking and a terrific goal to top it all off.

 Under 10 Black Under 10 Black Under 10 Black Under 10 Black
BSGMBSGMBSGMBSGM

North Brunswick away on a massive ground. Another terrific team effort that again started with the attack on the ball from our in and unders and runners in Zac, Jibber, Mac, Finn and 

Emerson. Team focus this week was playing to position and creating options via switching the play and those who did provided numerous options that created great ball movement 

across the ground and then down the outer side with outside run from Sam Robertson, Ethan, James Jonsen, Paddy Sharp and Tom Bellier. Pack marks were a plenty at both ends of the 

ground from Jamie Blackman, Tom Trnacek, Pat Sutherland and Charlie King. Contributors around the ground with the numerous link up play resulting in many team goals were Tom 

Connellan, Henry Docherty and almost scoring his first goal with good attack on the ball was Jacob Johnston. Another great win

MAXA PlumbingMAXA PlumbingMAXA PlumbingMAXA Plumbing
Under 10 WhiteUnder 10 WhiteUnder 10 WhiteUnder 10 White

Tom Trnacek (4), Jamie Blackman (3), Emerson Hodder (3), Zac Foster, James McLisky and Sam Robertson

James McLisky's great mark on the point post and went back and slotted a perfect banana.

Zac Foster, Tom Trnacek, Jamie Blackman, Emerson Hodder, James McLisky and Mac Marshall

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Benji 2, Angus, Kai, Luke, Ben A, Charlie, Ben P

Danny lines up 30 out with everyone expecting a kick at goal, he mimics to kick long then pulls it flat to Angus 15 out, who splits the posts. Unselfish play, 

Will SR and Luke's handball 1-2, fabulous skill and creativity boys.

Dylan Mahony showed great bravery in amongst 2 ashy greens to pluck one.

Zac bottom of the pack handball out to James Jonsen who hand balled to Mac who ran out of the pack and kicked to Ethan who played on and hand balled 

to Emerson who burst away and kicked a goal.

A big long bomb into our goal square where 15 boys attempted to mark the ball but Jamie Blackman stood tall over all comers and took a strong overhead 

mark and proudly held it aloft as he strode back for his shot at goal which he duly slotted through.

Sam Robertson for doing exactly what the coach asked and played his position to perfection resulting in numerous team goals and a goal for himself.

Luke, Rylan, Lucas, Danny, Will SR, Benji, Angus, Hugh, Joshua, Aidan

We were all very excited at the prospect of an Ashy derby, especially against the Greens given the coaches had gained our accreditation together. We were a bit short with a couple of 

boys sick overnight, but It's fair to say that the game didn't disappoint on a cool, breezy morning. A ding-dong first quarter with the teams swapping 3 goals each in the first quarter. 

Some pre-game practice came in handy with Booming Benji kicking a couple out of the goal square. Angus added his first of the season after a seriously smart Danny pass when 

everyone was expecting a kick at goal. Still we went in 1 point down but after a great contest. In the second quarter more of the same with a couple of goals each, Kai scrambling one in 

after running over the top, and medalist Luke curling a beauty, we were then on the back foot for the last 5 mins of the quarter and happy for the siren. The boys stepped it up after half 

time and established a lead for the first time with goals from Ben A and Charlie, our running and passing a real feature in the third. Seemed to get even colder in the fourth and after 

scoring early through a Ben P shimmy and boot, we set about locking it down, with some resolute defending and tackling. It wasn't pretty but having looked at the scores of the 11.30 

games, we did really well to get past 50 points. Great to see the teams sing the song together and even better that they formed the guard of honour for 2 of the boys from under 11s to 

mark their 50th game.

Results No Results are recorded at this level



Under 13 Black

Coach: Tony Smith

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton B 1.6-12 2.9-21 4.9-33 7.13-55

St Marys W 0 0 0.2-2 2.2-14

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 14 Black

Coach: Leigh Muller

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

North Brunswick 5.2-32 7.5-47 10.8-68 12.10-82

Ashburton B 1.0-6 2.1-13 2.3-15 5.5-35

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Sherlock WheelbarrowsSherlock WheelbarrowsSherlock WheelbarrowsSherlock Wheelbarrows

Under 14 BlackUnder 14 BlackUnder 14 BlackUnder 14 Black
K&B AdamsK&B AdamsK&B AdamsK&B Adams

Jason McLean's snap around the body

Peter Bohan breaking tackles to find himself 15 metres out directly in front but rather than kicking the goal he handballed it to Jamie Torey who was only 5 

metres out

H. Boothey, N. Politis, W. Smith, J. Hynes, Z. Gucciardo, J. Torey-Toth

Results

Sam Carmody's pack mark at Centre Half Back

The day didn’t exactly start in a manner that we wanted it to in regards to only having 17 players for the start of the game. It was going to mean a very large effort for the fit players that 

we had left. What transpired over the next hour was fantastic. It was very much a team game, for the whole four quarters, which resulted in an even contribution through all parts of 

the ground. Whether it was making space, providing options or kicking to position, all players made sure they contributed one way or the other. From the coaches box we challenged 

them, we tried to get them to look up to a position on the field that wasn’t one dimensional down the line and pick the best option which they tried to do over and over again. Even 

when it didn’t feel natural. They were rushed at the start but started finding more time to choose other options as the game wore on. What was very encouraging was the execution on 

things we have been trying to work on. We contested the ball much better, we kicked across the ground and took risks and we handballed better. It was very obvious half way through 

the second quarter that we were controlling the game and we took the opportunity to play people out of normal positions to expose them to a different brand of football and they 

delivered really well. We really took the last half as a chance to try things that we would not normally do and to the players credit, they tried them. Some worked, some didn’t but we at 

least started experimenting and started finding out things that we were capable of doing. We ran out 31 point winners and certainly if we had just been predictable and done what we 

normally would then we could have won by a lot more. We learned a lot on Sunday even if we don’t realise it yet and hopefully that will help propel us forward for the rest of the year. 

Well done!!!

Under 13 BlackUnder 13 BlackUnder 13 BlackUnder 13 Black

50th game for Keegan Eardley and Rourke Sheridan. Keegan captain for the day. Keegan and Rourke led the team through a fantastic banner. Brunswick North got off to a quick start 

and you could sense their confidence grow. They were dominating the stoppages with their ruckman unstoppable. Ashy Blacks didn't give in and fought it out right to the end. The last 

quarter again being our best.

J. Torey-Toth 2, Z. Gucciardo 2, B. Tricarico, J. McLean, J. Hynes

Results

Quinn Schwarz, Keegan Eardley, Matt Wollheim, Charlie Briglia, Jack Parisi, Joe Hunt, Will Gorman.

Quinn Schwarz 3, Ted McCarthy 1, Hayden Reed 1.

A string of Ashy handballs moving the ball inboard from a half forward stoppage finished off by Hayden Reed. A handball received running goal from in front.

Keegan Eardley and Quinn Schwarz combining to run the ball forward, Quinn centering to Ted McCarthy at the top of the goal square. Goal.

Harrison Boothey in the last quarter

Keegan Eardley in his 50th game provided many hard running forward moves. Attack on the ball and full pace bounces were great to watch. Special mention 

for Will Gormans defensive second half.

Matt Wollheim, becoming a specialist of the intercept mark in the defensive half.



Under 10 Green

Coach: Lisa Drought

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 12 Black

Coach: Greg Dixon

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton B 0 3.3-21 7.5-47 8.6-54

Beverley Hills 3.1-19 4.2-26 5.2-32 6.2-38

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Results

Too many from so many top marks

Great performances from Wheels, Riles, Noah and Tom S across the game and a final quarter from captain Kit which few will forget. Riles took home the 

Pollo player of the day in another dominant performance which sees him in line for captaincy very soon. First year player Sam "truck" Bav took out the 

opposition medal in a "best afield" effort in his forward line debut. The cheer that went up from the boys and parents when Truck collected his medal is one 

I won't forget. Joey E was hard at it through the midfield and up forward all day, as was Joey C and Sam J who both improve noticeably every week. Tom RB 

always puts in and had to be dragged from the field by our runner in the last quarter despite the fact that he was limping and in obvious pain with a sore leg.

Hard to pick one in a tight contest - they were all very welcome and celebrated with appropriate gusto.

Max Miller

Will Orton

 Under 12 Black Under 12 Black Under 12 Black Under 12 Black
Great comeback in windy conditions by the boys today-down by 3 goals at quarter time and 5 points at half time. Managed to kick on to lead in the third and win the game.

Max 3 goals and singles to Matty, Will O, Alex, Tom Z and first goal from newcomer Josh

Aiden Leiner, Max Miller, Alex Temmhoff,Jack Alsop

Another great team game.

We were pumped for the "home town" derby against the Ashy White U10s and enjoyed a hard fought game with close scores throughout. Congratulations to Simon's boys on their win 

and the spirit the game was played in. I especially enjoyed the rousing version of the Ashy song from all the boys at the end of the game.

The whole day was one big fantastic play from my perspective and I was so proud of the boys. We had pre-scheduled this round to move the team into new 

positions for the second time this year so most of them were undertaking new roles on Sunday. Unfortunately due to poor weather we missed training 

leading into this game so we didn't get a chance to take the boys through their new positions until just prior to the game. Given all that, I was absolutely rapt 

to see how the boys applied themselves and competed in their new roles.

Archie RD has the best hands in the team and nailed a couple of beautiful marks down in the forward line under considerable pressure. Marcus also pulled in 

a fantastic overhead mark early in the game.

Tommy S just does what he's told every week, never gives the coaches any trouble, enjoys his game wherever he plays, makes the most of his opportunities 

and always puts the team first. He competes fairly with just the right balance of controlled aggression. "Forward line Fergs" as he's dubbed himself is also 

"bringing it" every week and laid the most awesome tackle I've seen since the last time (in our practice match earlier this year) he laid the most awesome 

tackle I've ever seen.

Evolution Business SystemsEvolution Business SystemsEvolution Business SystemsEvolution Business Systems
 Under 10 Green Under 10 Green Under 10 Green Under 10 Green

No Results are recorded at this level

Tommy S dominated with three and Noah enjoyed himself up forward snagging two goals. Congrats also to Archie "Hollywood" Woods who scored a single.

Results



Under 15 Boys

Coach: Ryan McDonough

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied

Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied Not supplied

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 11 Red

Coach: Greg Lasscock

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ivanhoe W 2.0-12 4.0-24 7.0-42 7.0-42

Ashburton R 0 0 1.1-7 3.1-19

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Respondent skipped this question

After having 4 weeks of Josh Schinck was a late call up for the game and he didn't miss a beat laying tackles and shepherds. This set the tone for the team 

throughout the day and was fantastic to see from someone who was out for a month.

PHYSIOWORKSPHYSIOWORKSPHYSIOWORKSPHYSIOWORKS
Under 15 BoysUnder 15 BoysUnder 15 BoysUnder 15 Boys

Results

Tom Coyle 2 Tom Briggs James Ritchie Leo Di Peta Max Hagenauer

With the ground being a bit bigger than previous weeks there was plenty of space on the wings, which suited Max perfectly. With the opposition kicking a 

behind we were able to get it over the back of their wall and Max with a paddock in front of him was able to take a few bounces avoid a defender and finish 

with a goal to cap off a great run down the wing.

Nicholas Francis

 Under 11 Red Under 11 Red Under 11 Red Under 11 Red
Facing the undefeated Ivanhoe we began slowly but outscored the opposition in the last half to go down by 4 goals. The boys showed again they are capable of matching anyone in the 

competition, so they have plenty to look forward to as the season pans out

Lasscock, Francis, Docherty, Caruso

Francis, Docherty, Lasscock, Mazza, Finestone, Velona

Hagenauer Pont Bowman Caruso

Alex for his strong play on the wing

Results

With another full squad for the game rotations were in full swing. Unfortunately however Harrison Shugg was unavailable due to a torn meniscus and the whole team is hoping for a 

speedy and complication free recovery. The boys started super well holding the team goalless for the first quarter and a half to be up 5.2 to 0.0. Unfortunately the other side started 

getting into the rhythm of their game and pegged back the score to make it a two goal difference at the main break. It was great to see the boys in to the game up to their eyeballs 

compared with previous weeks and the challenge was laid out for them. The third quarter was a back and forth tussle seeing us up at the last change by 3 points. Unfortunately the boys 

weren't able to come away with the win with the other side just being able to hold off a galant attempt at a comeback in the last few minutes. To lose by a goal hurts but this is two 

weeks in a row that the boys have been able to stay in the game until the very end and this is great signs for us moving forward as a group.

Nicholas Francis 4 quarter effort and gut running and work rate

Rory Finestone

After having 4 weeks of Josh Schinck was a late call up for the game and he didn't miss a beat laying tackles and shepherds. This set the tone for the team 

throughout the day and was fantastic to see from someone who was out for a month.



Under 11 Green

Coach: Dale Rowley

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Banyule M 0 0 0 6.5-41

Ashburton G 0 0 0 2.4-16

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 15 Girls Green

Coach: Kim Ledder

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Ashburton G 0.1-1 1.3-9 1.5-11 3.5-23

Whitehorse Colts 1.0-6 2.2-14 4.2-26 5.3-33

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

3 continous clean possessions leading to our goal sqaure.

Sports Mouth GuardSports Mouth GuardSports Mouth GuardSports Mouth Guard

Harry Stack took a great pack mark in the forward pocket and then unselfishly centered the ball rather than attempt the more difficult shot at goal.

Will McQueen repeatedly under the pack pushing the ball forward

Ella's agressive determination after a small hiccup. She showed she was playing for her jumper.

Aleisha to set up her 2nd goal

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Sean Egan Ollie McKerral

An Ollie McKerral snap in the first quarter

Lee Bouyoukas marking on the last line of defence to save a certain goal and then kicking out to our advantage

Results

Alex Erin Charlie Olivia

 Under 15 Girls Green Under 15 Girls Green Under 15 Girls Green Under 15 Girls Green

Sean Egan, James Kerr, Will McQueen, Fergus Ekins, Harry Stack

 Under 11 Green Under 11 Green Under 11 Green Under 11 Green
A tale of two halves. The team played some of its best footy for the year in the first half. Our run and spread were terrific and we moved the ball really well. Unfortunately we ran out of 

steam in the second half and lost our way a bit with the opposition getting on top of us. Our focus this week is to maintain the quality of the footy we showed in the first half throughout 

the whole game.

Results

After a tight first half the Colts led by 3 points at the main break. Ashy highlights for the first half included a great goal from Aleisha, tireless run and carry from Erin, Eliza, Ella and 

Georgie, and a classy debut game from Pia. Erin's second and third efforts a great example of the Ashy determination and spirit. The Colts Girls stole a lead on us in the 3rd quarter 

booting two goals to nil and take a fifteen point lead into the final change. Our Ashy Girls came out full of run in the final quarter and our second gamer, Aleisha, bagged her second goal 

early in the last capping off a great game in attack. When Eliza kicked truly with ten minutes to go the momentum was all with Ashy, however to the Colts credit they tackled hard and 

worked the ball around the flanks to snuff out our comeback. A goal close to the siren saw the Colts extend the margin to get home by 9 points. The teamwork, pressure and confidence 

is growing each week in our Girls. Special mentions this week to our defenders Olivia, Isabella, Sophie and our back line leader Alex. Well done girls under a lot of pressure.



Under 8 Green

Coach: Matt Sharp

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 14 Red

Coach: Steve Worner

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Fitzroy 1 2.4-16 3.5-23 8.10-58 9.14-68

Ashburton R 1.1-7 2.2-14 2.3-15 7.4-46

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 14 RedUnder 14 RedUnder 14 RedUnder 14 Red

The boys played a solid game this week against Hawthorn Citizens at home. This game was the hardest for the year so far with more work to do on the key areas of making the space 

and looking for team mates.

Liam Foldi

Results

George Bacolas

Bacolas, Martin, Worner, Valentine, Burgess Sellers and Keble

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

A game where the boys again never got going until all was lost against a team that were desperate to win which makes all the difference at any level of football when similar sides meet. 

Non belief in each other and really poor foot skills, lack of handball summed up the day. Excellent last quarter with 5 goals but why do we have to wait until we are up against it to 

respond and start playing our best football.

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

SHARP COPIERS/DDSSHARP COPIERS/DDSSHARP COPIERS/DDSSHARP COPIERS/DDS

Rosman 3 Burgess 2 Oner 1 Thomas 1

Dylan Thomas

Respondent skipped this question

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Paddy Byrne took the mark of the day, and perhaps the year, in a strong contest in the forward line. Copper Hodge tackled well over the whole game and 

Respondent skipped this question

 Under 8 Green Under 8 Green Under 8 Green Under 8 Green



Under 12 Green

Coach: Bill Mithen

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Hawthorn Citizens N 0 0 0 12.9-81

Ashburton G 0 0 0 4.3-27

Best 

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 13 Green

Coach: Ged Walsh

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Kew Comets 2 0.1-1 1.1-7 3.1-19 3.3-21

Ashburton G 1.2-8 2.6-18 3.8-26 4.10-34

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Joel Tyquin, Q4 big pack, positioned well

Not supplied

Not supplied

This week saw the Ashy Redbacks travel away to traditional rivals, Hawthorn Citizens at Victoria Road on a clear and sunny Sunday. With a cracking start, our boys looked like they were 

about as primed as many of the parents had been the night before at the club's equivalent of the Logies, the Ashy Ball at Lincoln on the Green in Toorak. Not surprisingly, it was the 'Big 

Show', Jim McCarthy who led from the opening, celebrating his captaincy with a booming first quarter. The Big Show was well supported by the Saint, Harvey Moore - finally throwing 

off the shackles of injury and now able to play with the sort of agility one would normally attribute to his hero Le Bron James. Joel Bennett provided enormous running support, 

including a beautiful long kick that smacked into the goal square before bouncing savagely off-line. The ball swerved like the sort of vicious off-cutter his Dad regularly delivers in 

midsummer. Bennett's dad, Gary, is of course the all-time living legend of the Old Scotch cricket club playing longer than Sir Donald Bradman and winner of a staggering 18 bowling 

awards. In fact, Bennett senior has been around cricket so long that when he started there were 8 ball overs and only optometrists had heard of 20/20. If not for the leaking of a late 

goal before the quarter time siren, it had been a brilliant opening by the Redbacks. But as with all massive celebrations, there is the inevitable hangover. For some reason, the Redbacks 

went to sleep and the well-drilled Hawthorn Citizens produced a magnificent display of team football, playing on, supporting each other and delivering to their targets. The home side 

pumped the goals, only restrained by strong defensive efforts by James Davies, Ed Harmon and the judicious timing of the half time siren by our timekeeper Dr Honesty, Paul 'the Truth' 

McMahen. The solemn half-time dressing room provided time to come up with a new segment celebrating our parents and voluntary officials. This week we focused on the boundary 

umpiring performance of James Davies' father, Tim, himself a former leading-edge A Grade hockey player. Tim's speed on the boundary line was impressive, particularly when compared 

with some of the more questionable parent performances of the past. For example, two years ago Oscar Boulter's dad Jason ran the boundary line wearing a pork-pie hat, for the whole 

match. Jason B was so slow that his hat never moved, completely unaffected by any sense or prospect of wind resistance or the risk of aero-dynamic lift. Back to the game and the 

second half saw more of the same. Coach Mithen's half-time dose of verbal Beroccas fizzled out with the Citz kicking another 8 goals to one. The Redbacks seemed unable to do 

anything to stem the flow of goals although there were notable strong performances by the Volvo, Finn Jessen, Hamish 'the Hammer' Toohey, Aden Shinnick and 'Sherman/Abrams' 

Thomas Martin (Sherman and Abrams are the two most powerful make of tank in the world). There were also some fine displays by 'the Tarmac' Simpfendorfer who on one occasion 

produced a superb baulk while holding the ball in one hand in scenes reminiscent of Carlton's former champion, Anthony Koutoufides. He then unleashed some barn-storming 

acceleration from the half forward flank in the dying minutes of the game to score a great individual major. Despite the bright opening, Ashy lost cohesion and we can all learn from this 

experience for the upcoming games. Well done to both sides for an entertaining game and great spirit.

Results

FITZROYSFITZROYSFITZROYSFITZROYS

Results

Respondent skipped this question

No Comments Submitted

Under 12 GreenUnder 12 GreenUnder 12 GreenUnder 12 Green

Simpfendorfer Q4 on the run

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

Respondent skipped this question

Davies, Martin, McCarthy, Bennett, Simpfendorfer, Jessen, Toohey

Moore 2; Robertson, Simpfendorfer 1

 Under 13 Green Under 13 Green Under 13 Green Under 13 Green

Not supplied



Under 15 Girls Red

Coach

Coach: David Cooper

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Banyule 0 0 0 2.5-17

Ashburton R 0 0 0 10.13-73

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 9 White

Coach: Simon Goodwin

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Respondent skipped this question

Steph Hunt of the bench runs to forward pocket and runs onto ball and kicks a goal.

Mark of YEAR KATE BRADLEY

One big Team effort Ferocious Tackilng

 Under 9 White Under 9 White Under 9 White Under 9 White

Results

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Respondent skipped this question

Aaah…the olden days. Back in the day, these 'round robin' tournaments were called 'lightning premierships'. But there was not so much lightning speed about this chilly Sunday morning, more a 

marathon than a sprint. This week saw our Ashy White heroes facing a range of different opponents in shortened 14 minute matches. Opponents included traditional rivals, the Kew Comets and 

Canterbury Cobras and some not so traditional - Macleod and Warrandyte. Well-rugged and wary parents did well to get out early to the YJFL headquarters at Bulleen knowing the venue's notorious 

reputation as a latter day VFL Park, the original Bermuda Triangle of car parking. And those with even more experience of such problems made the right call, parking opposite YJFL HQ in the windswept 

bitumen of the Manningham Hotel car park. Despite the challenging hour and icy fog, Redback parents were greeted heartily by the magnificent hospitality of Mick 'Flash' Dal Pozzo and Ben 'Huggo' 

Huggins manfully manning the mobile BBQ after an all-night vigil at the Glen Iris Buffet picket line. Coincidentally, Flash and Huggo went to the same school, Mazenod College, not surprisingly named 

after St Mazenod of Millecucina, patron saint of chefs and caterers. Their sumptuous egg and bacon rolls were devoured with intensity, polished off with lashings of the dry crackling of Jack Link's beef 

jerky, generously donated by our very own Don Draper of 'Mad Men' TV fame, marketing and advertising guru, Andros Georgiades. With so many culinary distractions on the sidelines it was easy to 

forget that there were four important matches to be played by the Redbacks. The team again was well led by senior coach, Simon 'Goody' Goodwin who made an incredible effort to fly back from Alice 

Springs overnight to be on deck for the tournament. Goody's dash back from the Dead Centre derailed plans of his faithful understudy, Justin 'JR' Reid who it must be said, looks increasingly 

comfortable in the role of replacement senior coach. In fact, experienced coaching coup watchers would have noticed JR's subtle wardrobe changes of recent times, quietly discarding jeans for baggy 

grey tracksuit bottoms and hoodies so loved and treasured by the Great Goody. More ominously, JR has been spotted inspecting V8 utes, looking at properties in Casey next to the Scorpions home 

ground and has installed a personally signed photo of Bernie Vince doing pre-season beep tests on his home gymnasium wall. But back to the footy. Each of the games saw some of the best individual 

performances of our Ashy team. This included the creativity of Ev Dog McMahen who was so dominant that he became 'Everywhere Dog'. Ethan 'the Edge' Georgiades was out making spaces on the 

flanks, the B Double, Jonny Branagan took some nice marks and laid some strong tackles along with Lach 'the Gate' Gough and the irrepressible Teddy 'Betts' Hall. These performances were only slightly 

diminished by some questionable goal umpiring performances by the Redback trio including Wow Jones, Huggo and Steve 'Are you all Done' Gough. By the final game, the old regular diehards including 

the Professor George Adams, Lethal Louis Jones, the Grinder Gus Grainger and the Leap of Faith, Lucas Huggins were in their element. The Gate nailed two strong marks and dished off strongly to 

support his crumbing midfielders the Diamond Dal Pozzo, Jayden Rowdy Reid and the ever-reliable Postman Jack Urquhart. This was a good day for footy in the end, although there were some sketchy 

reports that some parents remain marooned in the car park. Hopefully we will get a chance to get them back next week.

McMahen, Harmon, Gough, Georgiades, Huggins, Branagan, Reid

(4 games) Adams 2; Harmon; Adams; Grainger 1

 Under 15 Girls Red Under 15 Girls Red Under 15 Girls Red Under 15 Girls Red

McKertish Gillieron Sisters Purcell S.Bellamy Angove

Sarah B 2 B.Hunt 2 S.Hunt 2 McKertish 2 J.Gillieron 1

Bella Hunt 2 nd quarter on the run right banana

Bendigo BankBendigo BankBendigo BankBendigo Bank

Results

Off to Banyule and we owed them from last time. After a sluggish 1st quarter and a rev up from the coaches the girls then put 3 quarters of hard tackling loud voices and great skills to 

combine a Hreat team effort and win by 9 goals.



Under 9 Green

Coach: Stephen Worthley

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 8 Red

Coach: Scott Blackman

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Not Comments Submitted

Results

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

No Comments Submitted

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

No Results are recorded at this level

 Under 9 Green Under 9 Green Under 9 Green Under 9 Green

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

Under 8 RedUnder 8 RedUnder 8 RedUnder 8 Red
Scuba CultureScuba CultureScuba CultureScuba Culture

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied



Under 10 Red

Coach: Adem Yze

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Under 8 Black

Coach: Mick McKenna

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Not submitted

 Under 10 Red Under 10 Red Under 10 Red Under 10 Red
No Comments Submitted

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Not submitted

Not submitted

Not submitted

Not submitted

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not Supplied

Not supplied

Not supplied

 Under 8 Black Under 8 Black Under 8 Black Under 8 Black
No Comments Submitted

Not submitted

Results No Results are recorded at this level

Not supplied



Under 9 Teal

Coach: Robert Jurac

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Colts Green

Coach: Simon Brownhill

Team Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Camberwell 2 0 0 0 0

Ashburton G 0 0 0 0

Best Players

Goals

Goal of the Day

Play of the Day

Mark of the Day

Best Team Player

Flynn Ryan. Our captain for games 3 & 4 tackled fearlessly when the ball was in his area. Great stuff Flynn.

Not supplied

Not supplied

Not Supplied

Not supplied

No Comments Submitted

Not supplied

Results

Results

Not supplied

Colts GreenColts GreenColts GreenColts Green
L.ARTHUR TRANSPORTL.ARTHUR TRANSPORTL.ARTHUR TRANSPORTL.ARTHUR TRANSPORT

 Under 9 Teal Under 9 Teal Under 9 Teal Under 9 Teal
Camp Australia round robin footy at Bulleen. Teal boys were very consistent & dominated play at various stages over the 4 games.

Tom Dew. Tom was given the majority of ruck duties in games 3 & 4 and really excelled in a new role.

Charlie Murphy. Charlie ran towards the ball travelling at high speed and took a great mark on a cold morning. Inspiring stuff!

No Results are recorded at this level

Fin Sutherland, Oscar Douez, George Dikeos, Tom Dew, Flynn Ryan,

Too many to remember! Oscar Douez, Roshan Gunatilake, Fin Sutherland, Spencer Rehfisch.

Fin Sutherland. Fin showed great speed to take on a few opposition players, balanced nicely then kicked a long goal.



WEEKLY SPONSORWEEKLY SPONSORWEEKLY SPONSORWEEKLY SPONSOR


